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The tip of the root is covered by a thimble-shaped root cap that is the site of perception and transduction for many environmental stimuli. Until now, little was known about how the root cap of rice (Oryza sativa) develops and functions to regulate the adaptive behavior of the root. To address this, we examined the formation of the rice root cap during embryogenesis and characterized the anatomy and structure of the rice radicle root cap. We further investigated the role of the quiescent center in the de novo origin of the root cap. At the molecular level, we found that shoot-derived auxin was absolutely needed to trigger root cap regeneration when the quiescent center was removed. Our time-course analysis of transcriptomic dynamics during the early phases of root cap regeneration indicated that changes in auxin signaling and appropriate levels of cytokinin are critical for root cap regeneration after the removal of the root cap. Moreover, we identified 152 genes that produce root cap-specific transcripts in the rice root tip. These findings together offer, to our knowledge, new mechanistic insights into the cellular and molecular events inherent in the formation and development of the root cap in rice and provide a basis for future research on the developmental and physiological function of the root cap of monocot crops.

The root cap is the terminal-most tissue of the root of most plants. Accumulated evidence over the last 50 years has shown that the root cap not only has a role in the protection of the proximal root meristem (PRM), but also directs root growth in response to various environmental stimuli including gravity (gravitropism), unilateral light (phototropism), touch (thigmotropism), gradients in temperature (thermotropism), humidity (hydrotropism), and ions and other chemicals (chemotropism; Ponce et al., 2000; Barlow, 2003). Moreover, recent findings suggest that border cells, produced by detachment of differentiated root cap cells, play a key role in plant defense and the regulation of rhizosphere microbial populations (Hawes et al., 2012; Driouich et al., 2013).

The root cap originates at the opposite end of the embryo to the shoot apex and consists of the columella and lateral root cap regions. In the model dicot plant species Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), the columella root cap is originated by an asymmetric division of the hypophysis derived from the basal cell (Scheres et al., 1994; Jenik et al., 2007), whereas the formation of the lateral root cap is initiated in the embryo proper, which in turn is formed from the apical cell (Scheres et al., 1994). In monocots such as maize (Zea mays) and rice (Oryza sativa), however, the embryonic origin of root cap remains unknown because cell divisions after the first asymmetric zygotic division are highly variable and unpredictable (Suzuki et al., 1992, 1993; Chandler et al., 2008).

During postembryonic development, root cap cells are continuously renewed by the stem cells. Lateral root cap cells in the Arabidopsis root are produced by the periclinal division of the epidermis-lateral root cap stem cells independent of columella root cap stem cells, which give rise to columella root cap cells through an anticlinal division (Dolan et al., 1993). In maize and rice, histological analysis of sections of the radicle and primary root tips suggests that the columella and lateral root cap may originate from the same type of stem cells independent of those of the epidermis (Williams, 1947; Iijima et al., 2008; Rebouillat et al., 2009). However, this hypothesis remains to be proven by cell lineage tracing (Scheres et al., 1994; Kidner et al., 2000; Kurup et al., 2005).

Unlike in Arabidopsis, the root cap in maize and rice is structurally separated from the PRM by a thick cell wall boundary called the root cap junction. The presence of such a boundary makes it possible to detach the intact root cap from the rest of the root tip and use decapped roots to study the function of the root cap in...
controlling root growth and development (Juniper et al., 1966; Hahn et al., 2008). Earlier studies in maize also revealed that the root cap regenerates from reprogrammed distal quiescent center (QC) cells within 72 h after its removal (Barlow, 1974; Feldman, 1976), suggesting that the QC plays an important role in the de novo origin of a new root cap in decapped maize roots. However, in both maize and Arabidopsis, as early as 24 h after removal of the root cap and the QC, a new set of cells expressed the root cap markers although the QC was not yet reestablished (Ponce et al., 2000; Sena et al., 2009), indicating that root cap regeneration could occur in the absence of a functional QC. Auxin, which positions the new stem cell niche of the Arabidopsis root after laser ablation of the QC (Xu et al., 2006; Grieneisen et al., 2007), has been implicated to play a critical role in the de novo origin and development of the root cap. However, the sequence of molecular events leading to the formation of the root cap remains uncertain.

In this work, we examined the formation of the rice root cap during embryogenesis, and characterized the anatomy and structure of the postembryonic radicle root cap. We further investigated the role of auxin and QC in the de novo origin and development of the root cap, and analyzed global transcriptional changes during the early phases of root cap regeneration. Collectively, our data offer new mechanistic insights into the cellular and molecular events inherent to the formation and development of the root cap.

RESULTS

Root Cap Formation during Embryogenesis

To study the formation of the root cap during embryogenesis, semithin sections of embryos at different developmental stages were cut and examined with a light microscope (Fig. 1). We found that embryonic roots of rice have a closed meristem with a thick cell wall forming the boundary between the root cap and the rest of the root apex (Fig. 1, H–L), similar to that reported for maize and other grasses (Clowes and Juniper, 1964; Sievers et al., 2002). This boundary was referred to as the cap junction (Clowes and Juniper, 1964) and could be unambiguously recognized at 4 d after anthesis (DAA; Fig. 1F). To reveal the exact position where the cap junction emerges, we determined the number of cells between the cell at the basal end of the suspensor and the cap junction in sections of embryos at 4 DAA. We found that the cap junction appeared at an approximately 13-cell distance (mean 12.8 ± 1.3, n = 5; Fig. 1, A and D) from the cell at the basal end of the suspensor. We thus postulated that cells at this position at around 3 DAA (Fig. 1D) are the progenitor cells that would produce the cap junction. Indeed, cells at this position divided anticlinally at around 3.5 DAA and the cap junction appeared (Fig. 1E; Supplemental Fig. S1A). Cells above the cap junction form the QC and PRM, whereas cells below the cap junction develop as the root cap stem cell, which will give rise to the root cap. At 4 DAA, the junction extended after the division of more progenitor cells (Fig. 1F; Supplemental Fig. S1B), and some of the root cap stem cells divided anticlinally to produce a daughter cell (Fig. 1F). More root cap stem cells divided at 5 DAA (Fig. 1G) and a thimble-shaped root cap appeared at 6 DAA with up to eight layers of root cap cells (Fig. 1H). At 7 and 8 DAA, 13 layers of root cap cells could be observed. Starch granules appeared at 7 DAA in the lower 10 layers of columella root cap cells (Fig. 1I), whereas starch granules in lateral root cap cells could only be readily seen at 8 DAA (Fig. 1J). Starch granule formation in the columella and lateral root cap cells indicates that these cells are fully differentiated and thus the root cap might be fully functional. Approximately 16 layers of root cap cells, of which the lower 13 layers could be stained with Lugol solution, were observed from 9 to 12 DAA (Fig. 1, K and L), indicating that the root cap is fully developed at 9 DAA and no further cell division occurred in the top three layers (Fig. 1, K and L), which will give rise to the root cap meristem during postembryonic root development.

Cell Fate and Cell Lineage in the Radicle Root Cap

We found that during the seedling stage, the radicle root cap contains 13 to 14 layers of columella root cap cells and has a similar anatomy and structure as the embryonic root cap (compare Figs. 1, J–L, and 2, A and B; Supplemental Fig. S2, A–C). However, the tip angle of the root cap only stabilized when the root length was longer than 10 mm (Supplemental Fig. S2D). Therefore, we used roots slightly longer than 10 mm for further analysis of cellular organization of the radicle root cap.

To distinguish the columella root cap from the lateral root cap, we screened transfer DNA enhancer trap lines from the Rice Mutant Database (http://rmdb.ncpgr.cn; Wu et al., 2003) and identified a GAL4/UAS:GUS enhancer trap line A788 as a columella root cap-specific marker (Supplemental Fig. S2C). Longitudinal semithin sections of the radicle root tips of A788 revealed that the columella root cap comprised eight columns of cells (Fig. 2C). Transverse semithin sections showed that the columella root cap cells are located in the center of the radicle root cap, surrounded by three to five layers of lateral root cap cells. Along the central radial axis, eight cells with GUS staining could be found (Fig. 2D), confirming the number of columns observed with longitudinal sections. Moreover, the number of GUS-positive cells on the cross section was approximately 50, in agreement with the estimated columella root cap cell number (π × 4² = 50.3). Between the columella root cap and the root cap junction is the columella root cap meristem, which consists of eight columns and one to two layers of cells that had no Lugol staining but had 5-ethyl-2′-deoxyuridine (EdU) staining (Fig. 2, B and E). The cells in the upper tier are stem cells of the columella root cap that, as shown by GUS-marked clonal sectors generated by the transposition of a nonautonomous
defective Suppressor-mutator (Spm) transposable element from maize (Tissier et al., 1999; Barkoulas et al., 2008; Supplemental Fig. S3), could produce the columella root cap stem cell daughter cell at the lower tier through an anticlinal division and eventually form the entire column of columella root cap cells (Fig. 2F). Lateral root cap cells, on the other hand, appeared to be originated from stem cells unrelated to the columella root cap lineage, because we could only find GUS-marked clonal sectors containing cells of the lateral root cap alone but not in combination with cells of the columella root cap (Fig. 2, G–J). Analysis of these clonal sectors, together with the EdU incorporation assay (Fig. 2E) and Lugol staining (Fig. 2, F–J), revealed the existence of a lateral root cap meristem, which consists of lateral root cap stem cells and lateral root cap stem cell daughter cells produced by both periclinal and anticlinal divisions of lateral root cap stem cells (Fig. 2, E and G–J). These daughter cells could undergo anticlinal divisions and eventually differentiate into starch granule-containing lateral root cap cells (Fig. 2, G–J). Together, these data allowed us to propose a cell lineage

Figure 1. Origin and development of the root cap during rice embryogenesis. A, Schematic view of a medial longitudinal section through a rice embryo at around 4 DAA. The red line denotes the developing cap junction. The black line shows an average 13-cell distance between the cell at the basal end of the suspensor and the developing cap junction. B, Embryo at 1 DAA. C, Embryo at 2 DAA. D to F, Cells at the region where the radicle and cap junction originate. The 11, 12, and 13 in D denote the cell counts at the distance from the cell at the basal end of the suspensor of an embryo at 3.5 DAA. The inset in E is an enlarged view of the boxed region. Arrowheads in D to F point to the putative initiation position of the cap junction (D), an extending part of the cap junction formed by an anticlinal cell division (E), and a daughter cell produced by an anticlinal division of the root cap stem cell (F), respectively. G to L, Development of the root cap in the embryo at 5 DAA (G), 6 DAA (H), 7 DAA (I), 8 DAA (J), 9 DAA (K), or 12 DAA (L). The inset in G is an enlarged view of the boxed region. Arrowheads in G indicate that more root cap stem cells divided at 5 DAA. Lugol staining showed that starch granules appeared from 7 DAA in the lower 10 layers of columella root cap cells (I) and starch granules in lateral root cap cells could only be readily seen from 8 DAA (J–L). Scale bar = 25 μm for B to F and 50 μm for G to L.
map for the rice root cap (Fig. 2K), which underpins future studies on the root cap in rice and other monocot crop species.

Root Cap Regeneration Is Regulated by Auxin and the QC

Although the role of the root cap in root growth and environmental perception and response has been extensively studied (Juniper et al., 1966; Tsugeki and Fedoroff, 1999; Hahn et al., 2008), little attention has been given to the determination of how root cap formation and development is controlled. To address this, we performed surgical removal of the root cap (deCAP; Fig. 3A), excision of root cap and quiescent center (deQC; Fig. 3E), and excision of root cap, quiescent center, and part of proximal root meristem (dePRM; Fig. 3I) as described in the “Materials and Methods.” We then examined the de novo origin and development of the root cap during regeneration of excised tissues.

We found that the timing and sequence of regenerative events that occurred after deCAP (Fig. 3, A–D), deQC (Fig. 3, E–H), or dePRM (Fig. 3, I–L) in rice were essentially the same as previously described in maize (Barlow, 1974; Feldman, 1976; Ponce et al., 2000). Within about 24 h, Lugol staining and expression of columella root cap-specific GAL4/UAS::GUS enhancer trap line A788 reappeared in the outer layers of the regenerating root cap (Fig. 3, B, F, and J, and insets), indicating the formation of new columella root cap layers. More root cap layers formed at 48 h after deCAP (Fig. 3C), deQC (Fig. 3G), or dePRM (Fig. 3K) and a complete new root cap regenerated at 72 h (Fig. 3, D, H, and L).
Recent studies in Arabidopsis show that the accumulation of auxin in the root tip is the earliest sign of tissue regeneration triggered by laser ablation of the QC (Xu et al., 2006) or dePRM (Sena et al., 2009). We thus monitored the expression of the auxin-responsive DR5::GUS reporter (Zhao et al., 2009) in the rice root tip over the period of regeneration. DR5::GUS expression was found to be reduced in the QC but was upregulated in the stele of decapped root tips at 1 h after deCAP (compare Fig. 4, A and B), and its expression was further enhanced in the stele and became accumulated at the position of the QC and regenerating root cap at 24 h (Fig. 4C). A strong DR5::GUS expression was observed in the regenerating root cap at 48 h (Fig. 4D) and an expression pattern similar to that in intact roots was seen at 72 h (Fig. 4E), a stage at which a new root cap was fully regenerated. These observations indicate that the initiation of the regeneration process in decapped rice roots involves dynamic changes of auxin levels in the QC and stele. The expression dynamics of DR5::GUS over the first 72 h after deQC and dePRM was remarkably similar to that observed after deCAP (compare Fig. 4, A–E with F–O) except for at 24 h, when a broader DR5::GUS expression domain was observed after deQC and dePRM (compare Fig. 4, C, H, and M).

Root development is controlled by both shoot-derived and root-generated auxin (Overvoorde et al., 2010). To examine the role of shoot-derived auxin during root cap regeneration, we next removed the shoot part, either alone or together with the maturation zone of the radicle root, and performed the deCAP experiment (Fig. 4, P and Q). We found that the expression dynamics of DR5::GUS and the regeneration processes were not affected, although the expression level of DR5::GUS decreased and the root cap had fewer cell layers (Fig. 4, P and Q). These results suggested that when the auxin supply from the shoot was removed, auxin accumulation and regeneration could occur after deCAP in a root-autonomous manner, and that shoot-derived auxin has a role in root cap development. By contrast, auxin accumulation in the damaged root apex and regeneration of the root cap were not observed at 72 h after deQC (Fig. 4, R and S) or dePRM (Fig. 4, T and U) when we simultaneously removed the auxin supply from the shoot, indicating an essential role for the QC in root cap regeneration after
the removal of shoot auxin supply. Taken together, we conclude that root cap regeneration in rice requires the presence of the QC or shoot-derived auxin.

Factors Involved in the Regeneration of the Root Cap

To gain further insight into the mechanisms that control root cap formation and development in rice, we next utilized an RNA sequencing (RNAseq) approach to identify transcripts involved in the regeneration of the root cap. Given that changes in DR5::GUS expression were observed in the QC and stele at 1 h after deCAP (Fig. 4B) and that starch granules but not A788 expression started to appear in the terminal-most cells at around 12 h (Fig. 5H; data not shown), we generated gene expression profiles with RNAs isolated from the root apex at 0, 1, or 12 h after deCAP, respectively. We hypothesized that these two time points (1 and 12 h) represent early regeneration events that lead to the formation of a new root cap.

A total of 37,835 transcripts were identified by mapping the clean reads (>40 million for each time point) to the annotated rice genes, of which 29,288 transcripts had detectable expression at 0, 1, and 12 h (Fig. 5A), suggesting that these transcripts have expression in the PRM. A comparison of reads per kilobase transcriptome per million mapped reads (RPKM) values between consecutive time points (1 h/0 h and 12 h/1 h) revealed significant transcriptional changes during the regeneration processes. A list of 3,704 transcripts was identified as differentially expressed transcripts for either or both 1 h/0 h and 12 h/1 h (Fig. 5B; Supplemental Table S1) and a subset of these transcripts was selected and validated by quantitative real-time (qRT)-PCR (Supplemental Fig. S4; Supplemental Table S2). Based on their expression dynamics over the three successive time points, these transcripts were classified into eight clusters (Fig. 5D; Supplemental Table S3), including two categories of transcripts that upregulated (cluster I, 3 transcripts) or downregulated (cluster VIII, 11 transcripts) continuously at 1 h and 12 h after deCAP, two categories of transcripts
Figure 5. Transcriptome dynamics during early phases of root cap regeneration and identification of root cap-specific genes. A, Venn diagram illustrating the number of unique (nonoverlapping circles) and common (overlapping circles) transcripts identified in the regenerating root tip at 0, 1, and 12 h after deCAP. B, Heat map showing differentially induced (in green) and repressed (in red) transcripts identified between consecutive time points (1 h/0 h and 12 h/1 h). Transcripts with an absolute threshold value of a log2 ratio $>1$ and a false discovery rate $>$0.001 were identified as differentially expressed. Details of the transcripts are presented in Supplemental Table S1. C, Venn diagram depicting the number of root cap genes whose transcripts were not detected at 0, 1, and 12 h after deCAP. Details of the transcripts are presented in Supplemental Table S4. D, Clusters (I–VIII) of 3,704 transcripts with common expression changes during early phases of root cap regeneration, identified by k-means clustering of differentially expressed transcripts shown in B and listed in Supplemental Table S3. E to G, Percentage of transcripts encoding transcription factors (TFs) and genes involved in the biosynthesis, deactivation, and signaling of five major phytohormones (H).
that were upregulated (cluster II, 349 transcripts) or downregulated (cluster VII, 502 transcripts) at 1 h and then remained largely unchanged at 12 h, two categories of transcripts that were either transiently upregulated (cluster III; 1,004 transcripts) or downregulated (cluster VI; 339 transcripts), and two categories of transcripts that were upregulated (cluster IV, 547 transcripts) or downregulated (cluster V, 949 transcripts) late.

Given the importance of auxin in rice root cap regeneration, transcripts encoding genes known or implicated to play a role in the metabolic and signaling processes of auxin were identified in these clusters, along with transcripts associated with other four major classes of phytohormones: abscisic acid (ABA), cytokinin, ethylene, and GA, which may interact with auxin to regulate rice root cap regeneration. We found that the percentage of auxin- and GA-related transcripts is highest in cluster V (Fig. 5F), making the percentage of total hormone-related transcripts in this cluster highest among all clusters (Fig. 5E). The second highest cluster for auxin is cluster IV (Fig. 5F), which, like cluster V, consists of differentially expressed transcripts for 12 h/1 h but not 1 h/0 h (Fig. 5D). These results suggest that a large portion of auxin-related transcripts exhibited altered expression only after 1 h. Functional classification of auxin-related transcripts further revealed that genes responsible for auxin deactivation, auxin signaling, and auxin transport, but not for auxin biosynthesis, were highly enriched (Fig. 5H; Supplemental Table S3). Significantly more transcripts encoding genes that might deactivate auxin were found to be downregulated at 12 h than 1 h, in agreement with increased expression of DR5::GUS in the regenerating root tip (Fig. 5H). Moreover, auxin transport-related transcripts were found to be largely downregulated at 1 h but upregulated at 12 h (Fig. 5H), suggesting that auxin transport in the root tip was impaired by deCAP but recovered during root cap regeneration. Intriguingly, we found that a transcript encoding OsIAA23, a Q-specific AUX/IAA gene in the rice root tip (Ni et al., 2011), was downregulated at 1 h and then remained lowly expressed at 12 h (Supplemental Table S3). Stabilizing mutations in domain II of OsIAA23 were known to cause the progressive loss of the QC and thus terminal differentiation of the root cap (Ni et al., 2011, 2014), suggesting that auxin signaling in the QC is essential for the formation and development of the root cap. By contrast, cytokinin-related transcripts were strikingly enriched in cluster II compared with other clusters (Fig. 5F). Functional classification of cytokinin-related transcripts showed that deCAP had no significant effects on cytokinin signaling and biosynthesis. However, transcripts encoding genes that might deactivate cytokinin were significantly overrepresented in the list (Supplemental Table S3). Eleven of 19 transcripts were upregulated at 1 h, whereas 10 transcripts were downregulated at 12 h (Fig. 5H), suggesting that a significant portion of bioactive cytokinins was deactivated shortly after deCAP and that cytokinin deactivation was markedly reduced at 12 h. The highest cluster for ABA and the second highest cluster for GA is cluster III (Fig. 5D). Functional classification of ABA- and GA-related transcripts in this cluster indicated that ABA biosynthesis and GA deactivation were transiently induced by deCAP. No significant preference of ethylene-related transcripts to any of the clusters was found (Fig. 5F).

Because transcription factors are ultimately responsible for the differential expression of transcripts, we next identified transcripts that encode putative transcription factors of various families in each of these clusters and found that APETALA2/ERF, WRKY, BHLH, MYB, NAC, and various types of zinc finger family genes are abundantly presented in the list (Fig. 5G; Supplemental Table S3). The percentages of transcription factor-encoding transcripts in clusters III, V, and VII are relatively higher than in other clusters (Fig. 5E), suggesting that a higher portion of transcription factors were transiently induced by deCAP and/or had reduced transcripts at 12 h after deCAP. Notably, among 25 ARF genes identified in rice (Wang et al., 2007), only OsARF16 showed differential expression after deCAP (Supplemental Fig. S4; Supplemental Table S3). OsARF16 is a close homolog of ARF7 and ARF19 in Arabidopsis (Wang et al., 2007). Roots of arf7 arf19 double mutants are agravitropic (Okushima et al., 2005), suggesting a role for OsARF16 in root cap regeneration and recovery of gravitropic response. In addition, transcripts encoding OsWOX10 and OsWOX11, two close homologs of WOX11 and WOX12 in Arabidopsis, were found to be induced within 1 h by deCAP and then either stayed unchanged (OsWOX10) or reduced significantly (OsWOX11) at 12 h (Supplemental Table S3). WOX11 and WOX12 were recently shown to control cell fate transition during de novo root organogenesis in Arabidopsis (Liu et al., 2014) and overexpression of OsWOX11 could induce ectopic root formation in the rice shoot (Zhao et al., 2014).

Figure 5. (Continued.)
classes of plant hormones in each cluster. E, All classes. F and G, Individual classes. Details of the transcripts are presented in Supplemental Table S3. H, Summary for the presented data. Transcripts associated with metabolism and signaling of auxin and cytokinin exhibited dynamic transcriptional changes in response to deCAP. The numbers are color coded to indicate the following: green, induced; red, repressed; and blue, no change. Transcripts of 315 root cap genes were identified as common for the differential expression of transcripts, we next identified transcripts that encode putative transcription factors of various families in each of these clusters and found that APETALA2/ERF, WRKY, BHLH, MYB, NAC, and various types of zinc finger family genes are abundantly presented in the list (Fig. 5G; Supplemental Table S3). The percentages of transcription factor-encoding transcripts in clusters III, V, and VII are relatively higher than in other clusters (Fig. 5E), suggesting that a higher portion of transcription factors were transiently induced by deCAP and/or had reduced transcripts at 12 h after deCAP. Notably, among 25 ARF genes identified in rice (Wang et al., 2007), only OsARF16 showed differential expression after deCAP (Supplemental Fig. S4; Supplemental Table S3). OsARF16 is a close homolog of ARF7 and ARF19 in Arabidopsis (Wang et al., 2007). Roots of arf7 arf19 double mutants are agravitropic (Okushima et al., 2005), suggesting a role for OsARF16 in root cap regeneration and recovery of gravitropic response. In addition, transcripts encoding OsWOX10 and OsWOX11, two close homologs of WOX11 and WOX12 in Arabidopsis, were found to be induced within 1 h by deCAP and then either stayed unchanged (OsWOX10) or reduced significantly (OsWOX11) at 12 h (Supplemental Table S3). WOX11 and WOX12 were recently shown to control cell fate transition during de novo root organogenesis in Arabidopsis (Liu et al., 2014) and overexpression of OsWOX11 could induce ectopic root formation in the rice shoot (Zhao et al., 2014).
Genes with Root Cap-Specific Transcripts in the Rice Root Tip

A major advantage of the RNAseq approach over other transcript profiling methods is that it uses absolute rather than relative values, allowing a discrete measurement for each transcript. This enabled us to identify a list of genes whose transcripts were likely not expressed in the decapped root apex at 0 h after deCAP based on a cutoff value of RPKM < 1. A comparison between this list of genes and a list of 521 genes (Supplemental Table S4) identified previously by microarray analysis as preferentially expressed in the rice root cap (Takehisa et al., 2012) revealed an overlap of 177 genes, of which 152 genes had transcripts remained inactive at 1 h and 12 h (Fig. 5, C and H; Supplemental Table S4), suggesting that these genes could generate transcripts that are specifically expressed in the root cap in the rice root tip. This idea was largely supported by the root gene expression profile (Supplemental Fig. S5) compiled from the RiceXPro database (Sato et al., 2013). Moreover, three of four starch-related genes identified previously as root cap-expressing genes (Takehisa et al., 2012) appeared to be root cap specific in the root tip (Fig. 5H; Supplemental Fig. S5), suggesting that these genes have a role in the formation and function of starch granules in the root cap.

DISCUSSION

Our anatomical analysis during rice embryogenesis shows that the columella root cap and lateral root cap arise from a distinct cell layer with an approximately 13-cell distance from the cell at the basal end of the suspensor at around 3.5 DAA. Our cell lineage analysis in the postembryonic rice radicle root cap revealed that the lateral root cap cells are produced by both periclinal and anticlinal divisions of the lateral root cap stem cells, independent of the stem cells that give rise to the epidermis or columella root cap cells. Although the molecular mechanisms controlling the origin and development of the root cap in rice are still largely unknown, studies on the AUX/IAA family gene OsIAA23 suggested that the auxin signaling in the QC plays a critical role in the maintenance of the QC identity and root cap development (Ni et al., 2011, 2014). It will be interesting to see whether stabilizing mutations in OsIAA23 completely abolish root cap regeneration after deCAP at the seedling stage when the root cap is still present in the mutant root. In addition, a rice Glu receptor-like gene (GLR3;1) has been implicated to play a role in lateral root cap development (Li et al., 2006). Compared with the wild-type control, a diminution in the QC size and a large number of cell layers in the lateral root cap were found in the glr3;1 mutant, whereas columella root cap development was not affected by loss of GLR3;1 function. Whether and how GLR3;1 coordinates the maintenance of the QC identity and lateral root cap development remains to be addressed. One possibility is that it involves a cross talk between Glu signaling and auxin signaling in the root tip (Walch-Liu et al., 2006).

deCAP led to a transient reduction of DR5::GUS expression in the QC at 1 h, suggesting that the level of auxin in the QC has to be transiently reduced to permit cell division in the QC and subsequent generation of new root cap stem cells. In the presence of shoot-derivated auxin, deQC or dePRM was not able to abolish the ability of root cells to regenerate the damaged tissue, but this was not the case when the auxin supply from the shoot was removed. This observation suggests that, in the absence of a functional stem cell niche, shoot-derivated auxin is absolutely needed to activate stem cell-like properties dispersed in the root meristem to mediate complete organ regeneration. The precise identity of cells with stem cell-like properties remains to be established.

With the RNAseq approach, we further expand our knowledge of organ regeneration to the molecular level. Our time-course transcriptomics profile substantiates a role for auxin in the early phases of root cap generation. The identification of transcripts encoding OsIAA23, OsARF16, OsWOX11, and OsWOX12 in the list of differentially expressed transcripts is in good agreement with the findings of previous studies on these genes or their close homologs in Arabidopsis (Okushima et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2014; Ni et al., 2014). These genes are likely key components of the regeneration machinery in plants. Other components of this machinery may include LBD/ASL genes, which are regulated by both ARFs and WOXs (Inukai et al., 2005; Okushima et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009; Fan et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014) and are present in the list of differentially expressed transcripts identified by this study (Supplemental Table S3).

Besides auxin-related transcripts, transcripts related to the metabolism and signaling of ABA, cytokinin, ethylene, and GA were identified as differentially regulated by deCAP (Supplemental Table S3). Although it remains a challenge to interpret the changes of these transcripts in a biological context, our analysis indicates that cytokinin has a crucial role in root cap regeneration. Fifteen of 40 putative cytokinin-O-glucosyltransferases identified from the rice genome (Rice GT Database, http://ricephylogenomics.ucdavis.edu/cellwalls/gt/; Cao et al., 2008) were found to be differentially regulated by deCAP (Supplemental Table S3). Cytokinin-O-glucosides represent inactive, stable storage forms of cytokinins and can be rapidly converted back into active cytokinins (Frebert et al., 2011), suggesting that appropriate levels of active cytokinins are critical in root cap regeneration.

By cleanly removing the root cap from the root apex of rice, we were able to use the RNAseq approach, which allows a better discrimination of transcripts with low and no expression than the microarray method,
to identify a list of transcripts that were not present in the decapped apex and encode 152 of 521 genes that are preferentially expressed in the rice root cap (Takehisa et al., 2012). We believe that these transcripts are root cap specific in the rice root tip because none of them were detected in the three time points analyzed. Future studies on these root cap-specific transcripts will help to elucidate molecular and cellular mechanisms controlling the development and function of the root cap in rice and other agriculturally important monocot species.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

Rice (Oryza sativa ssp. japonica) lines used in this study are in the Zhonghua11 background. The DR5::GUS line was described in Zhao et al. (2009). A788 was isolated from a rice GALA/UAS-GUS enhancer trap collection (Wu et al., 2003). The 35S:Spm-GUS line was generated using the SLJ8313 construct (Tissier et al., 2009). A788 was cultured in the dark at 28°C. The regeneration of the root cap was performed at the Beijing Genome Institute. A total of three libraries were sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencing system. The raw reads were filtered by removing the adapter sequences and low-quality sequences (e.g., those containing more than 5% unknown bases or more than 30% nucleotides with sequence quality value below 10). The clean reads were then aligned to the rice genome with SOAPaligener/SOAP2 (Li et al., 2009) with no more than five mismatches allowed in the alignment. The level of gene expression was calculated by using the RPKM method (Mortazavi et al., 2008). An absolute threshold value of a log2 ratio ≥1 was used to select differentially expressed transcripts. A false discovery rate ≤0.001 (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001) was further used to estimate the correction for false positive and false negative errors.

qRT-PCR

For qRT-PCR, total RNA was extracted as described for the RNAseq analysis. Primers were designed with PRIMER EXPRESS 2.0 software (PE Applied Biosystems) to amplify 87- to 204-bp products. Primer sequences and information on the 16 selected genes are listed in Supplemental Table S2. The rice ACTIN1 gene was used for data normalization. Three technical replicates were generated per sample type.

Supplemental Data

The following materials are available in the online version of this article.

Supplemental Figure S1. Formation of the cap junction during rice embryogenesis.

Supplemental Figure S2. The tip angle of the radicle root cap and the number of columella root cap layers in the radicle.

Supplemental Figure S3. Schematic diagram of the cell lineage tracing system.

Supplemental Figure S4. Validation of 16 differentially expressed transcripts by qRT-PCR.

Supplemental Figure S5. Expression patterns of 152 root cap genes in the rice root.

Supplemental Table S1. Differentially expressed transcripts identified between consecutive time points (1/0 h and 12/1 h).

Supplemental Table S2. Primer sequences used for the validation of 16 differentially expressed transcripts by qRT-PCR.

Supplemental Table S3. k-Means clustering of differentially expressed transcripts.

Supplemental Table S4. Genes/transcripts expressed in the rice root cap.
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